
What In The World Is Robert Reading: My Favorite Reads In 2010 

 
Ironweed / William Kennedy. 

 

Kennedy had published three previous novels to great praise, but eleven publishing companies rejected his fourth 

novel Ironweed.  When it was finally picked up and published in 1983, it received enthusiastic reviews and later 

won the Pulitzer Prize and the National Book Critic Award.  The story takes place in Albany, New York as autumn 

is giving way to the cold of winter.  The year is 1938 and Francis Phelan, a bum by his own admission, has not had a 

drink for the last week.  In the course of several days, the reader follows him as he takes on odd jobs, interacts with 

his fellow bums, and later reconnects briefly with his family.  The theme here is survival, and how bad luck and life 

choices have brought Francis to rock bottom.  Prone to violence when he drinks, he is also a generous man with 

others living out on the streets when money or food comes his way.  Haunted by the ghosts of the men he has 

accidently killed in the past, his greatest guilt centers around the death of a baby son who died after he dropped the 

child.  At the start of the novel there is a quote regarding the flower known as Ironweed, a wild flower that has a 

tough stem.  Francis obviously resembles this plant, containing an inner strength that has carried him through the 

adversities of life.  A former ballplayer, Francis has lost a finger in a fight, his teeth are rotting, and he is dressed in 

rags, but he is a survivor.  While this may sound grim, the dialogue and vivid portrayal of various characters give the 

book a bright tone.  A sense that no matter how dark the circumstances there is always a gleam of hope and reason 

to live.   

 

The abstinence teacher / Tom Perrota. 

 
Ruth Ramsey is your typical middle-aged liberal, a child of the sixties.  She is a high school human sexuality teacher 

who believes in teaching her students how to take precautions if they have sex.  In voicing such an opinion, she runs 

afoul of an evangelical church that sees her as a target in their abstinence campaign.  Ruth is a divorced mother of 

two teenage daughters and feels she cannot jeopardize her job by opposing the growing power of the religious right.  

Perrota introduces Ramsey to the reader in the first one hundred pages.  Then he changes focus and introduced Tim 

Mason, a former drug abuser and alcoholic who, after hitting rock bottom, was saved by the minister of the same 

evangelical church that is campaigning against Ramsey.  Surprisingly, for me at least, Mason proves to be the most 

interesting character in the book.  A divorced man, he too has a teenage daughter.  He also happens to be a soccer 

coach of one Ramsey’s daughters, and this brings him into contact with Ruth.  While their initial meeting is an angry 

one, over time, a friendship begins to develop between the two.  Perrota is not trying to prove one side right and the 

other wrong in today’s culture war.  It would have been an okay read if he had merely focused on Ramsey, but by 

adding Mason to the mix he shows the issues presented here are complex.  While Perrota is clearly in the liberal 

camp, his satirical eye shows the strengths and flaws on both sides. 

 

The fall of Baghdad / Jon Lee Anderson. 
 

A staff writer for the New Yorker, Anderson spent a good part of 2003 living in Baghdad.  This book is a journal 

that records his observations of a city living with the threat of imminent warfare in the year before the American 

invasion.  The middle section of Anderson’s narrative vividly details what happened in Baghdad during the attack, 

followed by the heartbreaking story of the city’s descent into chaos after its occupation.  What I took away from this 

engaging account is how unprepared the Saddam Hussein’s government was to face the American invasion force.  

Their approach seemed to be “head in the sand,” expecting a last second miracle to save them.  As Anderson shows, 

the Iraqis had no love for Saddam and thanks to years of corruption, the Mother of All Governments was merely a 

house of cards.  The second point the author brings out in his interviews with Iraqis is the majority welcomed the 

invasion.  This helps to explain why the invasion proved to be a cakewalk.  The hardest part of the book for me to 

read was Anderson’s observations of the events that took place post-invasion—the lack of any kind of game plan by 

the American’s to control looting and the breakdown of basic services.  When the American’s did finally take 

control, it was heavy-handed and alienated those who had welcomed their presence initially.  Beyond the details for 

the invasion itself, the American approach also seemed to be “head in the sand.”  Anderson’s keenly descriptive 

account of this sad piece of American-Iraq history should be required reading in history classes for generations to 

come. 

 

 



84, Charing Cross Road / Helen Hanff. 

 

This book is comprised of a collection of letters between Hanff and the staff at Marks & Co., a London bookstore.  

The letters begin in 1949 and continue until 1969.  Through the exchange, the reader comes to know the personality 

of the correspondents and their families too.  Hanff was a struggling writer living in New York City and a voracious 

reader who was unable to find the books she needed locally.  This led her to write Marks & Co. where her principle 

contact was Frank Doel, an antiquarian bookseller.  The relationship between the staff and Hanff soon changed from 

professional to personal as friendship grew.  Although infused with information about books and writers, the 

correspondence also provide details of their private lives and the historical events of the time.  There was an 

excellent movie based on this book, but reading the actual letters proved even more enjoyable and touching.  It is a 

quick read, often funny, and ultimately poignant.  The people you meet on its pages you won’t soon forget. 

 

Little Children / Tom Perrota. 

 

Little Children focuses on the lives of two couples, both with young children.  The adults here are a restless, 

dissatisfied bunch.  Marriage, careers, and life in general have turned out to be not quite as grand as advertised.  At 

the center of the story is Todd, a handsome stay-at-home dad who has failed the bar exam and is supposedly 

studying to take it again.  But at the start of the book he has just met Sarah, a once radical feminist who finds herself 

a stay-at-home mom taking care of her young daughter. In their first encounter at a local playground, sparks fly and 

they begin to seek each other’s company despite their married status.   Like the other couples presented here, they 

exhibit signs of the proverbial seven-year itch.  A more sinister presence is a convicted child molester who has 

moved into their neighborhood to live with his mother after being released from prison.  The book is both dark and 

lighthearted, and the author captures the angst of suburban life perfectly.  Its title refers not to their children, but the 

adults themselves.  Taking place over the span of one hot summer, by the time it ends, these thirtyish adults will 

finally be forced to realize they will have to compromise their childish dreams after all.  

 

The dominion of war : empire and liberty in North America, 1500-2000 / Fred Anderson and Andrew 

Cayton. 

 

The authors of this book take on the challenge of telling how military conflict has shaped the United States.  To do 

so, in this sweeping narrative they focus on the stories of nine individuals who lived during the time period between 

1500 and 2000.  The people they choose to highlight add a vivid human dimension to their fact-filled history.  

Samuel de Champlain, George Washington, William Penn, Andrew Jackson, Lopez de Santa Anna, Ulysses S. 

Grant, Arthur McArthur, Douglas McArthur, and Colin Powell are the individuals they concentrate on; some well-

known today, others less so.  But all played a key part in the grand arc of American military history.  The authors 

not only concentrate on our larger conflicts, but the forgotten ones as well.  They are especially good at showing the 

importance of the Mexican-American War and the Indian Wars.  America does not come off looking as a good guy 

in many of these conflicts, even though we claimed them to be merely defensive or necessary to spread democracy.  

The book clearly shows that imperialism and republicanism have played a big part in the wars we have fought and 

how we’ve defined ourselves as a country.  This is not an “easy” read, but the challenges are amply rewarded with a 

fascinating retelling of American history from the standpoint of empire and war. 

 

In the presence of mine enemies : war in the heart of America, 1859-1863 / Edward L. Ayers. 
 

There have been countless histories written about the Civil War.  But Ayers take on the conflict presents the reader 

with an intimate, ground level view of events and makes the story fresh again.  He concentrates on two communities 

across from one another on the Mason-Dixon line.  Franklin County is in Pennsylvania and Augusta County in 

Virginia.  In this border area, the views on the future of slavery and the Union had not yet hardened into sectional 

opposites.   The book starts in the year leading to Lincoln’s election and continues up to the eve of the Gettysburg 

battle.  Taking newspaper, letter, and diary accounts from citizens living in both counties, he shows how before the 

events at Fort Sumter, neither community was in favor of war.  Yet after that first skirmish, Virginia joins the Deep 

South in secession and both Franklin and Augusta throw themselves into the war with ferocity.  By looking at the 

stories of individuals and families, civilians and soldier, slaves, free blacks and whites, women and men, the book 

reveals what really took place in the thinking of these populations.  Ayers’ narrative drives home the hardship of the 

war and the horror of its battles.  It makes for a fascinating, but sober read.  Well done. 

 



 

Ella Minnow Pea : a progressively lipogrammatic epistolary fable / Mark Dunn. 

 
Wordsmiths will love this clever novel.  Set on the fictional island of Nollop, situated off the coast of South 

Carolina, it is home to the inventor of the pangram The Quick Brown Fox Jumps Over The Lazy Dog.  A monument 

that features Nollap’s well-know phrase has long been a centerpiece on the island.  But one day a tile with the letter 

“Z” falls from the statue.  The government interprets the fallen tile as a message from beyond the grave and the 

letter is banned from use.  This is a blow because on the island its citizens have a great love of language.  In short 

succession, more tiles fall and these letters too are banned.  The story is presented as a series of correspondence 

between a young woman, Ella Minnow Pea, and her family and friends as they race to find another phrase 

containing all the letters of the alphabet that is no longer than 32 letters.  While there is farce and comic relief, 

tension mounts as the government becomes more repressive towards any citizen who accidentally uses any word 

that contains a forbidden letter.  It is amazing to how Dunn is able to compose the written correspondence with such 

a limited alphabet to draw upon.  The book is a quick read, not only because of its fairly short length, but also 

because it is impossible to put down. 

 

A box of matches / Nicholson Baker. 

 

Each chapter of this delightful novel begins the same way, “Good morning,” followed by the time of day.  Emmett is 

a middle-aged man with a wife, two children, a cat and a duck.  He has also decided he is a morning person and 

vowed to rise and begin his day at 4:30 a.m.   Each morning he follows the same routine, rising in the dark to make 

himself a cup of coffee.  He then lights a fire and simply sits and lets his thoughts wander.  Emmett is strange in the 

way we are all strange, his personal thoughts go from the mundane to profound, with plenty of unusual asides.  That 

is what makes this small novel such a page-turner.  While the action never strays from Emmett’s hearth and home, 

through his mind’s eye, the reader covers vast distances.  The author has captured the rich ordinariness of life, 

presenting it with a dash of melancholy mixed in.  It is a true celebration of what makes each and every one of us 

special. 

 

Quiet magic / Sam Cook. 

 

I found this book in my library, forgotten or abandoned by its owner.  It turned out to be a much-appreciated gift.  

Published in 1989, this collection of nature stories focuses on life in the boundary water areas of Minnesota.  Cook 

at that time wrote an outdoor column for the Duluth News-Tribune.  He turns out to be an insightful, talented author 

with the gift of bringing the grand experiences of the North Country to life.  Here he focuses on hunting, fishing, and 

simply appreciating the quiet magic of the four seasons.  Each essay is compact, filled with a gentle humor and 

profound awe as he takes in the power of a building storm, the Northern Lights, or the silence of frozen lake miles 

from civilization.  Looking outward, he also travels inward to discover his place in the soul of the North Country.  

To whoever left this book behind, I want to thank you.  After reading it, I surfed to Internet to discover Cook today 

remains in Duluth and is still writing.  I’m sure the quiet magic of the boundary waters continues to captivate him 

twenty years on. 

 

Child of my heart / Alice McDermott. 

 
Looking back on the summer when she was fifteen years old, Theresa is the narrator of this haunting story.  By her 

own admission she was a beautiful child and precocious.  She is also cheerful, an effortless storyteller, someone both 

animals and younger children take an instant liking to.  This makes her the most sought after babysitter on the 

eastern end of Long Island among the summerhouses of the rich.  Under her care that summer were four dogs, three 

cats, the poor neighbor kids next door, Daisy, an eight-year old cousin, and Flora, the toddler of a local artist.  While 

taking on the challenge of managing the concerns of her charges, Theresa is observing the adult world around her 

and trying to make sense of her own feelings as she crosses over into adulthood.  While the summer seems idyllic on 

the surface, all the children in her care are wounded in some way, either physically, mentally or spiritually.  The 

lives of the adults she interacts with are also tumultuous and her good looks are drawing the attention of the 

husbands.  McDermott here explores the transition from child to adult, the paradoxes and compromises that must be 

learned.  Concentrating on a single summer, the book captures the bittersweet depth of Theresa’s every day life at 

fifteen years of age. 

 



 

The devil’s larder / Jim Crace. 

 
I would not call this a collection of short stories.  Let me give it the name of short narratives instead, all dealing with 

subject of food.  The book is comprised of sixty-four fictional pieces.  Some are just a few paragraphs long, but the 

longest run a handful of pages at most.  For me, it is the stories brevity that gives them their greatest strength.  Each 

meal and recipe Crace presents here comes with a darker purpose, spiced with a deeper meaning.  While his 

descriptive prose caters to the taste buds, it also strives to satisfy imagination’s appetite.  The stories are 

mischievous, wickedly funny at times, yet there is usually a dark undercurrent as well.  I’ve read a number of 

Crace’s longer novels and Being Dead made my favorite reads list a number of years ago.  While I have not always 

been won over by his novels, he has never failed to impress me as an author.  Some might find this collection a 

lesser work, a minor diversion.  I disagree; to me, it is a rich stew that contained many strange foods, as well as 

forbidden fruit.  For discriminating tastes, I’m sure it will prove a sumptuous meal. 

 

East of Eden / John Steinbeck. 

 

East of Eden was published late in John Steinbecks’s career as an author.  The year it was published was 1952, 

sixteen years before his death.  Written at the height of his powers, the novel is an ambitious family saga set in the 

Salinas Valley of California, the place where Steinbeck was raised.  The story focuses on the intertwined history of 

two families living in the Valley, the Trasks and the Hamiltons.  It is within these two families Steinbeck reenacts 

the fall of Adam and Eve, the rivalry of Cain and Abel, the continuing battle between good and evil within each 

human soul.  Adam Trask comes to California from the East, escaping the rivalry with his brother Charles, whom he 

loves, resents, and fears.  He has married a woman who by today’s definition would be labeled a serial killer, 

someone who has no compassion or feelings for others.  After the birth of their twins, she deserts the family after 

shooting her husband and becomes a whore.  Trask, wounded, recovers and raises the two boys with the help of a 

Chinese servant, Lee.  The boys are different as night and day—one kind, loving and innocent, the other lonely, 

bitter, and wise to the ways of the world.  The book explores the themes of love and the effects of its absence, as 

well as the consequences of family secrets. A sprawling epic, several themes are taken up only to be dropped 

without resolution.  Sam Hamilton, the patriarch of his large Irish family, is the story’s philosopher.  But the most 

endearing character is Lee, the Chinese servant who becomes the “rock” that holds the Trask family together.  

Cathy, the wife who deserts Adam and her two sons, has to be one of the most frightening characters I’ve 

encountered in print.  While truly evil, Steinbeck still makes her vulnerably human at the same time.  Covering the 

years from the late Indian wars to World War I, Steinbeck’s novel is the crowning achievement in his distinguished 

career. 

 

The lemon table: stories / Julian Barnes. 

 

What a fantastic collection of stories.  Barnes is a talented craftsman—witty, playful, ironic, but most importantly, 

capable of capturing what lies beneath the surface of the characters he presents on the page.  In this collection, the 

stories deal with people who are growing old and nearing the end of life.  In the opening story, A Short History of 

Hairdressing, he presents a man at three stages of life—as a boy, middle aged, and then old, each recording his 

thoughts and emotions while getting a haircut.  Hygiene gives us a retired British officer, long married, traveling to 

his yearly regimental dinner in London.  For a decade or more, he has also spent one day with a former prostitute 

while in the City.  In flashbacks, we learn their relationships is not really sexual; it has much more to do with 

keeping alive the past, the importance of remembering.  Then there is the older concert goer in Vengeance who is 

getting more annoyed by people who cough or in other ways disturb his enjoyment of the orchestra’s performance.  

He continues to get crankier and go to greater lengths to silence those around him in the audience.  Other stories deal 

with spouses whose partners have turned verbally abusive with dementia, or who are threatening in some manner.  

While this may sound dark, Barnes has a light touch and allows humor to soften the tale.  Even so, a good many of 

these stories gave me an unexpected jolt at their conclusion. 

 

Let the great world spin / Colum McCann. 

 

Dawn has broken over New York City.  The year is 1974.  People are hurrying to work but are quickly brought to a 

halt.  Looking upwards, they witness a sight they will not soon forget.  Walking between the Twin Towers there is 

an unknown tightrope walker who at first tiptoes, then runs, stops and lays down, and finally gets up to dance across 



the wire.  The event is a true one, but McCann focuses not on the man who is taking this amazing risk.  Instead, his 

novel centers on the witnesses below, narrating their life stories.  It not only captures the time period in perfect 

detail, the book is a loving portrait of the city itself.  Including immigrants and long time natives, the rich and the 

poor, from prostitutes to judges, from Bronx to the Upper West Side, McCann presents a capsule look at the 

American dream.  Looming over all is the knowledge of 9/11 and what awaits these characters after the turn of the 

century.  It is tour de force, showing our country at its best and worst.  McCann does not wrap this look back in the 

warm fuzzy haze of remembering.  Immersing the reader in this masterly chorus of voices, the world he shows us is 

heartbreakingly real. 

 

 

 

Alexander Hamilton / Ron Chernow. 

 

This well-researched biography is not a book to undertake lightly.  Rich in detail, at times it was a slog to wade 

through the cluttered underbrush.  But for those interested in the founding of our country, it is well worth the effort.  

Hamilton was a key player in the creation of the Federal Government.  Born out-of-wedlock on the tiny Caribbean 

island of Nevis, he did not come to this country until right before the outbreak of the American Revolution in 1773 

at the age of eighteen.  From his earliest days he was driven to succeed despite poverty.  Once in New York City, 

where he attended King’s College, Hamilton quickly was caught up in the prevailing revolutionary fervor and joined 

in the fighting when it broke out.  George Washington soon noticed his talent of organization and made him his 

right-hand man.  It was a bond of friendship that lasted throughout Washington’s life.  After the war, Hamilton 

returned to New York City, studied law, set up practice and gained fame as an orator and writer.  He also involved 

himself in helping to set up the first bank in the city.  It was his understanding of financial matters that is Hamilton’s 

greatest claim to fame.  In the Washington administration, he single-handily created the Treasury Department and 

came up with a system to finance the government, still badly in debt following the war.  As two parties emerged, 

Hamilton rose to become a leading Federalist.  He believed in a strong federal government as opposed to a loose 

confederacy where state rights held sway.  The book shows that politics in this country was from the start rather 

unsavory.  Dirty tricks, smear campaigns, backroom deals, all were common.  After Washington’s eight years as 

President, Hamilton’s star began to dim.  But he was still well known and popular in New York and had the 

likelihood he would go on to achieve much in life.  Unfortunately, we will never know since he died at age forty-

seven following his duel with Aaron Burr.  But he left behind a treasure trove of writings.  Most important was The 

Federalist, papers detailing the shape our government was to take.  The book also goes into his marriage, the affair 

he had at one point, and Hamilton’s combative spirit that eventually lead to his death.  The man’s accomplishments 

were amazing considering his short life. 

 

The namesake / Jhumpa Lahiri. 

 

Having already won a Pulitzer Prize for her collection of short stories, Lahiri followed with this beautifully crafted 

first novel.  It opens in 1967 with the arranged marriage of Ashima and Ashoke Ganguli in their home country of 

India.  Ashoke is a graduate student at MTI in Boston and Ashima leaves her beloved family and friends to live with 

her husband in the United States.  As the book opens, she is about to give birth to their first child, a son they decide 

to name Gogol.  He is named after the Russian author Nikolai Gogol, an author Ashoke has long admired for 

personal reasons.  The tale Lahiri presents is one of immigrants confronted by the difficulties of assimilating into the 

American melting pot.  She shows how the Ganguli family is changed as they become Americanized and yet 

because of skin color and culture, remain outsiders.  Gogol is the reflection of this as he grows into adulthood; often 

embarrassed by parents and the Indian customs they insist in keeping, he is unable to put aside the traditions he grew 

up with.  As he leaves for college, Gogol decides to change his name to something less foreign sounding, not 

knowing the importance of his given name to his father.   Pursuing a degree in architecture, he tries to escape his 

Indian background, going through a number of wrenching love affairs in the process.  Lahiri has a shrewd insight 

into these characters inner lives and her beautiful prose creates a closely observed family portrait.  She vividly 

conveys these immigrants disorientation, nostalgia, as well as the liberation that results in the cultural blending 

process.  This first novel is an eloquent debut from a truly gifted author. 

 

 

 

 



 

Madeleine is sleeping / Sarah Shun Lien Bynum. 

 
Bynum was a National Book Award finalist in 2004 for this book, her first novel.  It is truly unique, populated with 

fantastical characters and presented in brief, dream-like segments.  It reads like a prose poem as a sleeping 

Madeleine merges waking life and dream.  Madeleine is Sleeping Beauty, but the carnival of characters the book 

presents is more on the order of Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland.  The story itself is not easy to follow but that 

does not matter, dreams are suppose to be difficult to understand.  One must simply enjoy the magic show as it 

unfolds.  Clearly it deals with Madeleine’s budding sexuality, her trying to piece together the mysteries of adulthood 

while still wishing to remain a child.  This is a challenging unusual read but also a groundbreaking novel that should 

be better known. 

 

Surely you’re joking, Mr. Feynman! : adventures of a curious character / Richard P. Feynman. 

 

Feynman was a Nobel-Prize winning physicist and involved in the Manhattan Project during World War II.  Serious 

stuff indeed.  Bat as the subtitle attests, he was quite the “curious” character as well.  This book is not an 

autobiography, rather, a series of anecdotes, hilarious yarns about his life and times.  Feynman was that boy who had 

to take everything apart to learn how it worked.  Curiosity continued throughout adulthood.  When something 

captured his interest he had to try to master it.  Be it learning how to “crack” safes, playing the frigideira in a 

Brazilian samba band, learning how to speak Portuguese and Japanese, Feynman was up to the task.  Not content to 

concentrate his creative powers in science, he became an artist, musician, and dabbled in the world of gamblers, 

show girls and strippers as well.  While humor is found throughout, there is a message underneath each story shared.  

Feynman was clearly intolerant of what he called “educated” stupidity.  He believed strongly that students could not 

be taught by rote alone but needed to truly understand the subject they were presented.  I fully enjoyed this book and 

came away admiring the author.  Any reader is sure to discover a smile while being educated at the same time. 

 

War of the worlds / H. G. Wells. 
 

Although written in 1898, this science fiction classic has a surprisingly contemporary feel.  The scenario that Wells 

presents of the Martian invasion is believable and gripping.  In a matter of days humankind is brought to its knees 

and British society quickly falls apart.  Giving an eyewitness account of the portions of the invasion he’s seen and 

been caught up in, an unnamed narrator tells the story.  A wise move by Wells, as this gives the reader a “you are 

there” experience.  While not presenting a broad overview of the invasion, it makes the story seem more real and 

immediate.  The best thing to me about the story is how the Martians are finally defeated.  Despite mankind’s 

assumed superiority, they are helpless to stop the invaders.  What does the trick is something much more common, 

bacteria attacking the Martians who lack our own immunity.  For those who have never read this classic, dismissing 

it as lowly science fiction, my advice would be to read the story.  You won’t be disappointed; it is a book that has 

stood the test of time for good reason. 

 

1776 / David McCullough. 

 

McCullough focuses on telling the story of the Americans who served with General George Washington in the 

opening year of the American Revolution.  It is 1776, the year the Declaration of Independence was signed in 

Philadelphia.  The author ignores the politicians in Philadelphia; instead, he presents a detailed history of the 

Continental Army in its first year of existence.  Washington is clearly the central figure here, but other generals are 

also highlighted, including Nathanael Greene and Henry Knox.  For the most part, the officers in Washington’s 

army lacked military experience, having to learn in the heat of the battle.  The men in the ranks were poorly clothed, 

often shoeless, were not adequately armed, and died in high numbers from disease rather than in battle.  McCullough 

begins his narrative discussing the successful siege by the Continental Army of Boston at the start of the year, 

driving the British forces from the city.  But after this initial victory, the British led by William Howe assemble a 

huge force to drive Washington out of New York City, then pursuing his decimated army across New York and New 

Jersey.  The book shows that Washington made a number of key blunders in his retreat, but also how his very 

presence and leadership kept his men loyal during a period when a total British victory seemed almost assured.  

During these dark hours a good many citizens and soldiers abandoned the American side and went over to the 

British.  It is only at the end of the year on Christmas day that Washington turned the tide by staging a stunning 

attack on Trenton to overwhelm the Hessians stationed there.  He quickly followed that on January 3, 1777 with 



another unexpected victory in Princeton.  The British were still the superior force afterwards, but these two battles 

served to rally the American nation as a whole.  McCullough’s book is a rousing read, and one that clearly shows 

how close the Americans were to defeat in the early days of the Revolution. 

 


